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Abstract
The assessment of potential for building damage due to ground displacements
caused by tunnelling is a global issue being faced by engineers. There is
a two-way interaction between tunnelling and existing buildings; tunnel
construction affects a building by inducing displacements in the soil underlying
its foundation, and buildings influence tunnelling induced displacements via
their weight and stiffness. Numerical analyses are widely used to investigate
tunnelling and its impact on structures, however numerically predicted ground
displacements are generally wider and shallower than those observed in
practice. This paper presents a two-stage mixed empirical-numerical technique
to estimate the effect of building stiffness on ground displacements due to
tunnelling. In the first stage, greenfield soil displacements are applied to
the soil model and the nodal reaction forces are recorded. In the second
stage, the effect of tunnelling on a structure is evaluated by applying the
recorded nodal reactions to an undeformed mesh. Results from conventional
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numerical analyses of the problem are compared against those obtained
using the mixed empirical-numerical approach. Results demonstrate the
importance of imposing realistic inputs of greenfield displacements when
evaluating structural response to tunnelling.
Keywords: Tunnelling, Displacement Prediction, Soil-Structure Interaction,
Building Response
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1. Introduction1
As cities grow and urban infrastructure systems expand, the need for2
tunnels increases. Tunnel construction inevitably leads to the potential for3
ground displacements and damage to existing buildings and infrastructure.4
This paper focuses on the problem of how to evaluate tunnelling-induced5
movements within buildings. There have been many investigations of the6
effect of tunnelling on buildings. These studies include the influence of ground7
movements induced by tunnelling on both surface and subsurface structures.8
The interaction between a newly constructed tunnel and an existing building9
is a two-way relationship. The constructed tunnel affects the building by10
creating displacements in the soil underlying its foundation, and the existence11
of the building influences resulting soil movements. The effect of structural12
stiffness (Mair and Taylor, 1997; Franzius et al., 2006; Dimmock and Mair,13
2008; Maleki et al., 2011; Farrell et al., 2014; Franza and DeJong, 2017) and14
building weight (Franzius et al., 2004; Giardina et al., 2015; Bilotta et al.,15
2017) have been shown to have an effect on the resulting ground movements.16
Researchers have proposed several approaches to account for the effect17
of building stiffness in tunnel-structure interaction problems. Potts and18
Addenbrooke (1997) proposed a method based on the relative stiffness of a19
building compared to the underlying soil. They used 2D finite element (FE)20
analyses and considered several influential parameters of both the soil and the21
structure, such as material elastic moduli, building length, and cross sectional22
moment of inertia. This approach was extended by Franzius et al. (2006)23
who investigated the effect of structural stiffness on ground displacements in24
a 3D environment. The relative stiffness method was further examined by25
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researchers and new approaches have been proposed, some of which included26
the effect of building weight (Goh and Mair, 2014; Mair, 2013; Giardina et al.,27
2015).28
In the analysis of Potts and Addenbrooke (1997) and Franzius et al. (2006),29
the effect of tunnelling on ground displacements was simulated within the30
FE model. The numerical simulation of a tunnel is an effective method for31
estimating tunnelling effects on buildings, however, FE methods generally32
predict a wider and shallower greenfield settlement trough than observed in33
practice (Mair et al., 1982; Augarde, 1997; Franzius et al., 2005, 2006; Jurecic34
et al., 2013). This issue can be overcome by the use of sophisticated soil35
constitutive models (Addenbrooke et al., 1997), however the input parameters36
for these models are generally not readily available. A wider/shallower input37
of greenfield displacements can affect the results of a soil-structure interaction38
analysis in two ways. First, for a given settlement trough shape, a smaller39
maximum settlement produces less distortions and therefore less damage to a40
building. Second, the width of the settlement trough can alter the response41
of the building; a building affected along its entire length will show less42
resistance to deformation compared to the same building subjected to ground43
displacements along part of its length. This feature, which relates to the44
effective end-fixity of the building, can be demonstrated using a beam analogy45
(Haji et al., 2018). A relatively long building extending further outside the46
ground displacement zone can be thought of like a beam with a relatively stiff47
support that constrains the rotation of the beam (similar to a fixed ended48
beam), whereas a shorter building behaves like a beam with a more flexible49
support that allows a degree of rotation (similar to a simply supported beam).50
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The aim of this paper is to describe the use of a two-stage mixed empirical-51
numerical (E-N) method to estimate the effect of the stiffness of a weightless52
building on ground displacements caused by tunnelling. In this method,53
realistic greenfield ground displacements, obtained from empirical or analytical54
relationships, are used as an input in a numerical analysis in order to determine55
the nodal reaction forces within the numerical mesh required to obtain the56
greenfield displacements (stage 1). The tunnel-building interaction is then57
solved in stage 2 by including the building within the model and applying the58
greenfield nodal reaction forces to the mesh. The applied numerical analysis59
adopts simple linear elastic constitutive soil behaviour; the effects of building60
weight on the tunnelling-induced response is therefore not considered in the61
analysis.62
The paper begins with an overview of the relative stiffness approach,63
followed by a description of the adopted numerical analyses, including ‘con-64
ventional’ numerical analyses (in which the tunnelling process is simulated)65
and mixed E-N analyses. The purpose of the ‘conventional’ numerical analysis66
is to provide results for comparison which might be obtained by a practising67
engineer considering this problem, using reasonably standard numerical mo-68
delling methods. Results from the two numerical analyses are compared and69
the importance of having an accurate input of greenfield displacements in70
evaluating structural distortions is demonstrated.71
2. Relative stiffness approach72
Potts and Addenbrooke (1997) estimated the stiffness effect of a weightless73
structure on tunnelling induced ground movements in London clay. Based74
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on 2D numerical analyses, they represented the building as an elastic beam75
and proposed two relationships to estimate the relative bending and axial76
stiffness of the soil and the structure:77
ρ∗ = EbIb
Es
(
Lbldg/2
)4 ; α∗ = EbAbEs(Lbldg/2) (1)
where ρ∗ is the relative bending stiffness, α∗ is the relative axial stiffness, Eb78
and Es are the elastic moduli of the equivalent beam and the soil, respectively,79
Ib is the cross sectional moment of inertia of the equivalent beam, Ab is the80
cross-sectional area, and Lbldg is the length of the building perpendicular to81
the tunnel direction. For their plane strain problem, α∗ is dimensionless but82
ρ∗ has dimensions of m−1.83
Potts and Addenbrooke (1997) calculated the moment of inertia of the84
structure from that of each slab by employing the parallel axis theorem, with85
the centreline located in the middle of the building. An equivalent beam86
was then used to represent the building, which was designed such that it87
had a similar bending or axial stiffness as the building. Building damage88
parameters were proposed, referred to as the sagging and hogging deflection89
ratios (DRsag, DRhog), and compressive and tensile horizontal strains induced90
in the building (εhc and εht), as shown in Figure 1. Subscripts bldg and gf91
refer to building and greenfield, respectively. The inflection point, i, of the92
settlement trough separates the zones of sagging and hogging. Strains were93
obtained directly from the output of the FE analyses at the neutral axis94
of the beam in order to eliminate bending effects. Potts and Addenbrooke95
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Figure 1: Transverse geometry of the interaction problem and deflection ratio parameters
(1997) suggested the following modification factors to relate the deflection96
ratios (Equation 2) and maximum horizontal strains (Equation 3) to the97
corresponding finite element greenfield situations:98
MDRsag = DRsag,bldg
DRsag,gf
; MDRhog = DRhog,bldg
DRhog,gf
(2)
M εhc = εhc,bldg
εhc,gf
; M εht = εht,bldg
εht,gf
(3)
where εh is maximum horizontal strain and the subscripts c and t denote99
compressive and tensile, respectively. The greenfield values relate to that100
portion of the greenfield settlement curve lying beneath the building.101
Franzius et al. (2006) extended the relationships proposed by Potts and102
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Addenbrooke (1997) to 3D (i.e. including the effect of building width) and also103
considered the effect of tunnel depth in a more explicit fashion. They used the104
same principles for estimating building stiffness and represented the building105
by shell elements (rather than an actual 3D building). They suggested the106
following expressions for calculating bending and axial modification factors:107
ρ∗mod =
EbIb
EsztL2bldgBbldg
; α∗mod =
EbAb
EsLbldgBbldg
(4)
where ρ∗mod is the modified relative bending stiffness, α∗mod is the modified108
relative axial stiffness, zt is the tunnel depth and Bbldg is the building width109
parallel to the tunnel direction. It was shown that explicitly including tunnel110
depth in the relationship for ρ∗mod provided a more realistic representation of111
bending response; this was not the case for the axial response described by112
α∗mod.113
Goh and Mair (2011) and Mair (2013) also proposed definitions of relative114
bending stiffness and design charts which were independent of tunnel-building115
eccentricity (whereas the previously adopted methods varied with eccentricity).116
Their methodology separates the building into sagging and hogging zones117
and estimates the relative bending stiffness independently for each part. This118
paper, however, adopts the methodology of Franzius et al. (2006) (Equation 4).119
Each method has its own advantages and limitations, however it was felt that120
treatment of the building as a single entity (as in the Franzius et al. (2006)121
method) was more logical for the analyses considered in this paper since the122
fixity condition of the building ends (which is misrepresented by splitting the123
building into parts) plays an important role.124
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3. Mixed empirical-numerical approach (mixed E–N)125
To address the issues related to poor prediction of tunnelling induced126
settlement trough shape using numerical methods, yet still take advantage of127
the capabilities of numerical modelling for soil-structure interaction analysis,128
several authors have incorporated an empirical or analytical greenfield input129
into numerical analyses. Selby (1999) applied tunnelling induced ground sur-130
face movements to a finite element numerical model using Gaussian equations131
to estimate tunnelling effects on structures. Klar and Marshall (2008) applied132
Gaussian ground movements to all nodes of a finite difference numerical model133
in order to estimate tunnelling effects on pipelines. Wang et al. (2011) used a134
semi empirical method to investigate tunnelling effects on buried pipelines.135
The method of Selby (1999) and Klar and Marshall (2008) incorporated a136
two-stage analysis in which displacements are applied to the model in the first137
stage, and the reaction forces required to create the prescribed displacements138
are applied to the model in the second stage, after the structure is added to139
the model. In this way, the tunnelling process is not simulated directly in the140
numerical model, yet the soil-structure interactions caused by the greenfield141
input are simulated.142
In the methodology presented in this paper, the two-stage analysis appro-143
ach was adopted. The method is referred to as the mixed empirical-numerical144
(mixed E–N) method because an empirical/semi-analytical relationship was145
used for the greenfield input. In the first stage of the analysis, all nodes146
in the numerical mesh of the soil model are forced to displace according to147
the empirical functions (displacement input to the model) and the nodal148
reaction forces are recorded. Note that the numerical model in stage 1 inclu-149
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Figure 2: (a) Conventional numerical model and (b) mixed E −N method
des elements that represent the soil and the building, however the elements150
associated with the building are not activated (i.e. a virtual building exists151
that does not affect the analysis). This ensures that no changes occur to152
the global model in stage 2 in terms of boundaries, dimensions and node153
numbering. In the second stage, the model is returned to its original condition154
and the structure is activated. The recorded nodal forces are then applied to155
all nodes of the soil model. Using this approach, the difference between the156
greenfield deformations and the deformations obtained when the structure is157
added represents the soil-structure interaction effect.158
Results are provided from both conventional numerical analyses (Fi-159
gure 2a), in which the greenfield displacements and soil-structure interactions160
were evaluated using the numerical model, as well as the mixed E–N method161
(Figure 2b). Only the soil depth above the tunnel, denoted by ‘top part’, is162
used for the mixed E–N analyses; the ‘bottom part’ is excluded.163
The analyses presented here follow the procedure set out in Klar and164
Marshall (2008). The main difference is that the structure in this paper is a165
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3D beam of finite length (in the direction transverse to the tunnel direction)166
located on the surface, whereas for Klar and Marshall (2008) the structure167
was a buried pipeline of infinite length (achieved using appropriate boundary168
conditions). The assumptions inherent to the Klar and Marshall (2008)169
approach include: (1) the structure is continuous and always in contact with170
the soil, (2) both the soil and the structure are homogeneous linear elastic,171
(3) the tunnel is not affected by the existence of the structure, and (4) the soil172
responds to loading from the structure as an elastic half-space, disregarding the173
presence of the tunnel. In this paper, analyses were carried out considering174
both vertical and horizontal ground movements, thereby including both175
deflections and axial deformations of surface structures. A semi-analytical176
approach similar to that presented in Franza and Marshall (2015) was used177
to obtain the greenfield displacement input. Franza and Marshall (2015)178
modified the elastic analytical solution of Verruijt and Booker (1996) for179
an incompressible soil by introducing a corrective term, ζ. They obtained180
a closed-form solution that was able to represent greenfield displacements181
around a tunnel in sand based on data obtained from geotechnical centrifuge182
testing. The semi-analytical solution for horizontal (Sh) and vertical (Sv)183
greenfield displacements used in this paper are presented in Appendix A.184
Note that any input of greenfield displacements can be incorporated into this185
analysis methodology.186
In Klar and Marshall (2008), the base of the mesh was forced to displace187
according to the input greenfield displacements even when the equivalent188
nodal forces were applied in the second stage of the analysis. This approach189
requires that the base of the mesh is not affected by the existence of the190
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included structure (i.e. by the loading due to soil-structure interaction),191
which was the case for the Klar and Marshall (2008) analysis. This approach192
creates issues for analyses of structures above relatively shallow tunnels. This193
paper proposes a method to address this constraint by using the following194
technique. As shown in Figure 2a, the targeted part of the soil is located195
above the tunnel crown. Instead of applying fixities and imposing greenfield196
displacements to the base of the model in stage 2 of the analysis, a ‘base layer’197
is added to the bottom of the model (illustrated in Figure 3) which has the198
same properties as the top (target) layer (or could include other properties in199
the case of layered soil analyses) and is fixed in the vertical direction along its200
bottom. In this way, the soil responds to soil-structure interaction loading (i.e.201
reaction forces applied by the structure to the soil due to structure stiffness202
and distortions) in a way similar to an elastic half-space.203
In stage 1, soil nodes within the whole target layer of the mesh are moved204
according to the greenfield displacements, while movements in the base layer205
are not imposed; they depend on the displacements applied to the target layer206
and the properties of the soil. The equivalent nodal forces from the target207
layer are then recorded and, in stage 2, after resetting the mesh displacements208
and adding the structure, the nodal forces in the target layer are applied to209
the mesh. It will be shown later that the use of the base layer provides an210
effective method for evaluating the effect of a structure on the entire depth of211
the target layer (Figure 3).212
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Figure 3: Mixed E–N model with base layer
4. Finite element software and material properties213
The ABAQUS finite element software (SIMULIA, 2012) was used for both214
the conventional and mixed E–N analyses. All soil and building parts were215
created using 3D 8-node linear brick, solid elements (C3D8R) with reduced216
integration to relieve shear lock. The system was considered as a 2D problem;217
the effect of tunnel advancement was not included and the building was218
considered as a beam.219
For the conventional numerical analysis, the soil was modelled as an elasto-220
plastic material with a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, having a Young’s221
modulus of Es=35 MPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, a friction angle of 35◦,222
a dilation angle of 1/4 of the frictional angle, a cohesion of 5 kPa to avoid223
analysis divergence, a density of 1600 kg/m3, and a lateral earth pressure224
coefficient (K0) of 0.5. In the elastic mixed E–N method, the same elastic soil225
parameters were used. For simplicity, Es was kept constant for all modelled226
scenarios. Soil parameters were chosen to reasonably match the properties of227
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the fine sand (Fraction E Leighton Buzzard silica sand) used in the centrifuge228
tests of Marshall et al. (2012), Zhou (2014), and Franza (2016) (on which the229
semi-analytical greenfield displacement inputs used in this paper were based).230
Values of Poisson’s ratio for medium to dense sands range from 0.2 - 0.4. A231
value of 0.25 was adopted in the numerical analyses presented here; this value232
has been assumed in various numerical analyses of experiments using Fraction233
E sand (Marshall et al., 2010; Giardina et al., 2015). Based on triaxial test234
data, Zhao (2008) found that the Young’s modulus of Fraction E sand ranged235
from about 25 MPa to 105 MPa (at 1× 10−2 axial strain for confining stresses236
between 100 and 400 kPa). In the analyses presented here, a value of 35 MPa237
was assumed as a representative value for the elastic modulus throughout the238
soil depth.239
For the plastic parameters, the angle of friction of sands generally ranges240
from 30◦ to 40◦ for loose to dense sands (Bowles, 1997). A value of 35◦ was241
used in this work, which is close to the critical state value of 32◦ measured242
for Fraction E sand (Tan, 1990). The dilation angle of very dense sand can243
reach up to about 15◦ (Vermeer and Borst, 1984); for the analyses presented244
here a dilation angle of 9◦ was used. A coefficient of lateral earth pressure of245
K0 = 0.5 was used, which is a typical assumption in the analysis of centrifuge246
experiments with normally consolidated sand (Marshall et al., 2010).247
The building was modelled as an equivalent beam with a modulus of248
elasticity of 23 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.15, and a varying height.249
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5. Model description250
5.1. Conventional numerical model251
In the conventional numerical analyses, a 4.65 m diameter tunnel was252
modelled within a soil domain 43Dt long and 10Dt deep, as illustrated in253
Figure 4. A unit length mesh was used in the direction of the tunnel axis.254
Two tunnel depths were considered, with C/Dt=2.4 and 4.4, as well as three255
relative tunnel-building eccentricities, e/Lbldg = 0.0, 0.5 and 0.75. A 60 m256
long building (also 1 m wide in direction of tunnel axis) was attached to257
the soil surface using a tie constraint (does not allow slip or separation).258
Equation 4 was used to evaluate ρ∗mod and α∗mod. Five buildings were analysed,259
as described in Table 1. The flexural and axial rigidity of the buildings, EI260
and EA, were chosen based on realistic values presented by Farrell (2011).261
The properties were selected so that they include low, medium and high262
stiffness structures.263
Table 1: Building properties for conventional numerical and mixed E–N simulations
Cases Beam thickness, tB (m) EI (kNm2/m) EA (kN/m)
1 0.10 1.9× 103 2.3× 106
2 0.25 3.0× 104 5.8× 106
3 0.50 2.4× 105 1.2× 107
4 1.00 1.9× 106 2.3× 107
5 3.00 5.2× 107 6.9× 107
The displacement controlled method described by Cheng et al. (2007),264
where increments of contraction are induced along the tunnel periphery, was265
used to simulate the tunnelling process. An oval-shaped pattern was assumed266
for the displacements around the tunnel, where maximum settlements occur267
at the tunnel crown and no movements occur at the invert, as shown in268
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Figure 4: Illustration of numerical model showing dimensions, depths and locations of the
tunnel
Figure 4. Tunnel boundary displacements were directed towards the centre of269
the converged tunnel. In the work of Marshall and Franza (2017) and Zhou270
(2014), experimental evidence was provided to show that, for tunnelling in dry271
sands, the tunnel volume loss concentrates at the top half of the tunnel while272
soil movements at the tunnel springline are small. The oval-shaped tunnel273
contraction boundary condition was therefore judged to be representative of274
the actual tunnel volume loss distribution that occurred during the centrifuge275
experiments.276
Three cases of tunnel volume loss were considered for each tunnel/building277
scenario, as listed in Table 2. The chosen values of tunnel volume loss (Vlt)278
are based on the available centrifuge test data. In the numerical model,279
displacements of the tunnel boundary were increased until the volume loss280
at the surface in the greenfield situation matched that of Vls,surf in Table 2.281
This was done to ensure a fair comparison of numerical results with those282
from the mixed E–N since the most important zone is at the surface where283
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the tunnel-building interaction takes place.284
5.2. Mixed E–N model285
In the mixed E–N analyses, a soil model of the same dimensions as the286
conventional numerical model was used. The analyses, summarised in Table 2,287
were based on centrifuge experiment data. The input of the tunnelling288
induced greenfield displacements to the mixed E–N model was obtained using289
Equations 5, 6, and 8 in Appendix A. The depth of the target and base290
layers for both tunnel depth cases (C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4) were 10 m and 35 m,291
respectively, except for simulations where the effect of the size of the base292
layer was investigated. Three tunnel volume losses (Vlt) of 0.96%, 1.76% and293
3.94% were considered; these result in the soil volume losses (Vls,surf ) at the294
ground surface shown in Table 2. The considered soil relative density was295
Id= 90% for all simulations. The element types and elastic properties of the296
soil and the building were the same as the conventional numerical model.297
Table 2: Summary of numerical analyses: tunnel (Vlt) and surface soil volume losses
(Vls,surf )
C/Dt Id (%) Vlt (%) Vls,surf (%)
2.4 90% 0.96 0.92%
2.4 90% 1.76 1.55%
2.4 90% 3.94 2.50%
4.4 90% 0.96 1.68%
4.4 90% 1.76 2.77%
4.4 90% 3.94 4.40%
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6. Mixed E–N model results298
6.1. Greenfield input299
In addition to predicting a wide settlement trough, conventional nume-300
rical methods are also not able to replicate the complex distribution of soil301
volume loss that occurs above a tunnel in a drained granular soil, where302
shear strains can lead to contraction or dilation of the soil. The amount of303
contraction/dilation of the soil, which depends on its relative density, the304
depth of the tunnel, and the magnitude of tunnel volume loss, ultimately305
leads to a change in the shape of the settlement trough (Marshall et al.,306
2012; Zhou et al., 2014). This necessitates the use of more complex empirical307
relationships compared to the standard Gaussian curve generally applied to308
settlements above tunnels in clay.309
Figure 5 shows greenfield vertical and horizontal displacements for the310
conventional numerical and mixed E–N models for C/Dt = 2.4. The centrifuge311
test data, on which the semi-analytical expressions (and therefore mixed312
E–N analyses) are based are also illustrated. The figure presents data at313
two depths (z/zt = 0.0 and z/zt = 0.37) and at two values of surface314
volume loss (Vls,surf=1.55% and 2.5%). The vertical displacement data315
illustrate the wide/shallow settlement trough obtained using the conventional316
numerical model. For horizontal displacements at the surface, the magnitude317
of maximum horizontal displacement from the conventional numerical analyses318
is considerably less than the experimental data, and occurs much further away319
from the tunnel. It will be demonstrated later that the width of the greenfield320
displacements has an important impact on the outcomes of soil-building321
interaction analyses. The building in the conventional numerical model will322
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Figure 5: Tunnelling induced greenfield ground displacements for C/Dt = 2.4: (a) vertical,
(b) horizontal
be subjected to ground displacements along a greater length compared to323
reality (assuming that the centrifuge test data gives a good representation of324
‘reality’). The semi-analytical expressions are shown to give a good fit to the325
centrifuge data, hence there is good confidence that the greenfield inputs into326
the mixed E-N interaction analyses reflect what is expected in reality.327
6.2. Effect of base layer thickness328
Figure 6 shows the effect of base layer thickness on the mixed E-N results329
for different building cases (Table 1) at a tunnel volume loss of 1.76% and330
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tunnel depths corresponding to C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4. The thickness of the331
base layer was varied from 5 to 35 m. Results based on the approach of Klar332
and Marshall (2008) in which the base of the model (target layer thickness333
= 10 m with no base layer) was assumed to follow greenfield displacements334
are also included. Figure 6a illustrates that displacements decrease with the335
increase of the base layer thickness. The maximum displacements are greatest336
when there is no base layer (i.e. the Klar and Marshall (2008) case). The337
effect of the base layer was constant for values of thickness greater than 25 m338
(data coincides with base layer = 25 m line). The larger displacements for339
the less thick base layer cases is caused by the effect of the constraint at340
the bottom of the base layer, which prevents the reduction of downwards341
movements near this boundary. Since the first stage of the analysis is a342
displacement controlled process in which all soil nodes in the top part are343
forced to displace by a certain amount, relatively large reaction forces are344
created in the nodes, including the effect of the applied displacements as well345
as the bottom boundary. When the structure is added to the analysis in stage346
2, these nodal reactions force the building to displace more compared to the347
larger base layer thickness cases due to the extra reaction forces created by348
the effect of the nearby bottom boundary.349
The stiffness of the building also has an impact on the soil-building350
interaction. Figure 6b shows that the base layer thickness has little effect351
when it is greater than 5 m for the more flexible equivalent beam in building352
case 2, where the beam thickness tB is 0.25 m. In the case of a fully flexible353
building, the base layer effects are negligible. The stiffer the building, the354
greater the required thickness of the base layer.355
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Figure 6: Effect of base layer thickness on soil-building interaction: Vlt = 1.76%
For deeper tunnels, the effect of the bottom boundary on the soil-building356
interaction reduces since the influence of the building at the base of the357
target layer is not as significant. Figure 6c shows three simulations in which358
the thickness of target layer was either 10 or 20.5 m for a tunnel depth359
corresponding to C/Dt = 4.4 and building case 5 (tB = 3 m). The mixed360
E–N analysis with a base layer of 25 m provided the same result for both361
target layer thicknesses. The Klar and Marshall (2008) results are shown to362
match more closely with the mixed E–N results as the thickness of the top363
layer is increased.364
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6.3. Interaction effects of horizontal and vertical displacements365
The analyses presented here consider the effect of both vertical and366
horizontal greenfield displacements, which may be important in the tunnel-367
building interaction analysis. For example, consider the case where the tunnel368
is located directly beneath the building centreline; vertical displacements drag369
the building downwards and, at the same time, horizontal displacements pull370
the portion of the building above the tunnel (at the ground or foundation371
level) horizontally towards its centre. The horizontal displacements act to372
compress the building horizontally and increase its resistance against bending373
deformations (because of the compression applied at the bottom fibre), thereby374
increasing its resistance to vertical displacements.375
The interaction between vertical and horizontal displacements of both376
the soil and the structure is illustrated in Figures 7a and b for two buildings377
(Cases 3 and 5 from Table 1). These figures show building displacements378
from analyses where only vertical Sv, only horizontal Sh, or both Sv and Sh379
were applied to the models. Interestingly, the application of both vertical380
and horizontal soil movements results in a smaller building maximum vertical381
displacement compared to the analysis for only Sv; this is consistent with the382
upwards building deflections obtained when only Sh was applied (due to the383
compressive action of Sh). Also note that for the stiffer Case 5 building the384
interaction effects between vertical and horizontal input soil displacements is385
minimal.386
Figures 7c and d show the horizontal strains, h, induced in the building.387
There is a significant difference between the case where both displacement388
components are applied and when they are applied separately. When the389
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Figure 7: Effect of applying ground displacement components separately to a model: (a)
and (b) ground displacements in the presence of a building; (c) and (d) horizontal strains
created in the building. Tunnel volume loss = 1.76%
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building is flexible (i.e. beam thickness is small; Figure 7c), most of the effect390
of Sh is transferred to the building and horizontal strains due to vertical391
displacements play a minor role, hence the ‘Only Sh’ line matches closely392
with the case where both displacements are applied. As bending stiffness of393
the building increases (i.e. larger beam thickness; Figure 7d), the resistance394
of the building against deformations (bending and axial) increases. Because395
axial stiffness is significant, only a minimal axial effect is transferred from396
the soil to the building. Tensile horizontal strains occur at the middle of397
the beam because of the coupling between beam bending and soil horizontal398
ground movements. On the other hand, when Sv and Sh are applied together,399
significant compressive horizontal strains are induced due to the action of Sv.400
In scenarios where the tunnel is located below the edge or outside the401
building plan area (i.e. e/Lbldg ≥ 0.5), analysis results indicated a negligible402
tendency of horizontal movements to reduce vertical displacements (i.e. no403
practical difference was found when both Sh and Sv were applied and when only404
Sv was applied to the model). This outcome relates to the end constraints of405
the building, which affects its ability to resist deformations. Further discussion406
on this aspect is given later in the paper.407
It is worth noting that when equivalent beams are used instead of actual408
buildings, there will be a coupling effect between the cross sectional flexural409
(EI) and axial (EA) rigidity of the beam on the axial and bending behaviour.410
For a specific beam length, a change in the thickness leads to a change in the411
bending and axial behaviour of the beam. A larger axial effect is transferred412
to the beam when the axial rigidity decreases. Similarly, the beam experiences413
a larger bending effect when flexural rigidity reduces. This change may alter414
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the behaviour of the beam to some extent due to the occurrence of the415
coupling effect between EI and EA. For instance, a decrease in EA induces416
larger horizontal displacements in the beam which in turn results in larger417
compressive stresses that may reduce vertical displacements. To understand418
this effect clearly, beams should be analysed for both cases of having constant419
EA with variable EI, and constant EI with variable EA, as done by Potts420
and Addenbrooke (1997). However, this issue does not have an effect on the421
comparative results reported here since this feature is present in both the422
conventional numerical and mixed E–N analyses. Furthermore, investigating423
the impact of using equivalent beams rather than the actual building is not424
the focus of this paper.425
In the following sections, unless otherwise stated, results are based on426
analyses where both Sh and Sv were applied together to investigate the effect427
of building stiffness on ground displacements caused by tunnelling.428
7. Comparison of mixed E–N with numerical results429
Results presented in this section are based on three cases of tunnel location:430
e/Lbldg = 0, 0.5 and 0.75. Results relate to cases with C/Dt = 2.4 with Vls,surf431
= 1.55% or C/Dt = 4.4 with Vls,surf = 2.77%.432
7.1. Bending modification factors for e/Lbldg = 0433
Figure 8 presents bending modification factors from conventional numerical434
and mixed E–N analyses for e/Lbldg = 0, 0.5 and 0.75 and for two tunnel435
depths of C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4. For the case of e/Lbldg = 0 when C/Dt =436
2.4, Figure 8a shows that the bending modification factors from the mixed437
E–N method are generally lower than those from the conventional numerical438
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analysis. The difference is small for low values of relative bending stiffness439
and increases as the relative bending stiffness increases.440
The results in Figure 8a indicate that ground displacements due to tun-441
nelling have less of an effect on buildings based on the mixed E–N method442
compared to the conventional numerical analyses; i.e. buildings in the mixed443
E–N method have a greater relative structure-soil stiffness and are less affected444
by ground displacements compared to the conventional numerical analyses.445
The reason for this relates to the relative position and extent of the building446
in relation to the extent of the greenfield settlement trough, which is depicted447
in Figure 9a. The building with e/Lbldg = 0 extends a considerable distance448
past the extent of the mixed E–N greenfield settlement trough, whereas it is449
inside the greenfield settlement trough for the conventional numerical model.450
The section of the building located outside the affected soil zone in the mixed451
E–N analysis provides support to the section of the building affected by452
soil displacements (like a fixed end support that prevents rotation at the453
location where the building first becomes affected by ground movements),454
thereby increasing the building’s resistance to deformation. This feature is455
not explicitly captured by the relative stiffness equations proposed by Potts456
and Addenbrooke (1997) and Franzius et al. (2006).457
Figure 9b illustrates that greenfield horizontal movements in the con-458
ventional numerical analyses are greater over a wider area compared to the459
mixed E–N analyses (for e/Lbldg = 0). The effect of the resulting compression460
applied to the building, which contributes to the resistance of the building461
against bending, is therefore more pronounced in the conventional numerical462
analyses compared to the mixed E–N analyses. The horizontal displacements463
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Figure 8: Comparison of bending modification factors between conventional numerical and
mixed E–N methods for Vls,surf = 1.55% and 2.77% for C/Dt =2.4 and 4.4, respectively
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Figure 9: Tunnelling induced surface greenfield movements predicted by conventional
numerical and mixed E −N methods
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outside the building area in the conventional numerical analyses (which do464
not exist in the mixed E–N analyses) also increase the building resistance465
against bending deformations.466
To demonstrate how horizontal displacements influence the value of ben-467
ding modification factors, mixed E–N simulations were performed where only468
vertical displacements were included for the case C/Dt = 2.4, as shown in469
Figures 8a and c. The data show that exclusion of horizontal displacements470
(only Sv) results in larger values of MDR (greater deformation of the building)471
compared to the case where both Sh and Sv were applied. The additional472
deformation of the building was also demonstrated in Figures 7a and b where473
excluding Sh effectively removed a component of upwards beam deflection.474
Note that the effects of horizontal displacements on building deformations475
were also reported by Potts and Addenbrooke (1997) in their numerical476
analyses and Farrell et al. (2014) based on geotechnical centrifuge tests.477
For the case of C/Dt = 4.4 and e/Lbldg = 0, the values ofMDRsag computed478
from both conventional numerical and mixed E–N analyses are very similar,479
as shown in Figure 8b. This indicates similar building effects on ground480
displacements despite the slightly narrower settlement trough in the mixed481
E–N analyses, as displayed in Figure 9c. This is mainly due to the existence482
of large horizontal displacements beneath and adjacent to the building in the483
conventional numerical analyses (Figure 9d), which counteract the reduction484
of relative bending stiffness caused by the wider settlement trough.485
In terms of MDRhog for e/Lbldg = 0, the mixed E–N analysis outcomes are486
generally lower than those from the numerical simulations. The difference is487
relatively small for the case of C/Dt = 2.4 (Figure 8c) but more pronounced488
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Figure 10: Comparison of (a) sagging and (b) hogging deflection ratios obtained from
conventional numerical and mixed E–N analyses for C/Dt = 2.4 and Vls,surf = 1.55%
for C/Dt = 4.4 (Figure 8d). This again illustrates that buildings in the489
mixed E–N analyses showed greater relative structure-soil bending stiffness490
than in the conventional numerical analyses. This is because the narrower491
settlement trough in the mixed E–N analyses has a proportionally higher492
impact (increase) on the resulting relative stiffness than the effect of the493
difference in horizontal displacements between the two analyses for the case494
of e/Lbldg = 0.495
The calculation of MDR includes a normalisation against the greenfield496
displacements, hence it does not fully demonstrate the effect of the different497
greenfield settlement trough inputs within the conventional numerical and498
mixed E–N analyses. The level of flexural distortion of the structure estimated499
by the two methods varies considerably more than indicated in the MDR500
data. For instance, Figure 10 shows that the deflection ratios, DR, in the501
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sagging and hogging zones calculated with the mixed E–N analyses are notably502
higher than those from the conventional numerical analyses for C/Dt = 2.4,503
especially at low values of relative bending stiffness. The same observation504
applies for the case of e/Lbldg = 0.5. The potential for building damage is505
proportional to deflection ratio (Mair et al., 1996) rather than modification506
factor, hence these results illustrate the importance of correctly estimating507
and incorporating greenfield ground displacements within preliminary risk508
assessments and numerical analyses.509
7.2. Bending modification factors for e/Lbldg > 0510
For the cases where the tunnel was not located under the building centreline511
(e/Lbldg = 0.5 and 0.75), it is important to describe the effects of the rotational512
constraint provided by the soil outside the tunnel influence area, where513
settlements are low. Figure 11 illustrates how building length affects results514
for e/Lbldg = 0.5 and C/Dt = 2.4. Two building lengths are considered: 60 m515
(where the building extends far outside the greenfield displacement profile),516
and 30 m (where most of the building is affected by greenfield displacements).517
The portion of the 60 m building outside the displacement zone provides518
a degree of constraint to the deformed part of the building, which reduces519
rotation (i.e. tilting of entire building) but results in greater distortion (i.e.520
bending strains) compared to the 30 m building, which undergoes significant521
rotation but little distortion. The resistance of a building to rotation is522
important when considering its response to ground displacements; as building523
length increases outside the displaced soil zone, so does its ability to resist524
rotation. Note that for the symmetric case where e/Lbldg = 0, rotation is525
not permitted and therefore the building bending stiffness is relatively high.526
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Figure 11: Effect of building length on ground displacements due to tunnelling for C/Dt =
2.40: (a) mixed E −N and (b) conventional numerical analyses
Haji et al. (2018) explained the parameters that affect the bending stiffness527
of a member and illustrated the importance of considering the effect of the528
building lengths both within and outside the displaced soil zones. Currently529
available methods for evaluating relative stiffness do not account for the effect530
of building length in relation to the displaced soil zone; this is an area of531
research that would benefit from additional attention.532
For e/Lbldg = 0.5 and 0.75, Figure 8a and b show that values of MDRsag533
from the mixed E–N method for C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4 are higher than those534
from the conventional numerical analyses. Values of MDRsag indicate stiffer535
buildings (relative to the soil) in the conventional numerical analyses because of536
the action of the large horizontal displacements in the conventional numerical537
analyses, which causes a significant increase to the building’s resistance to538
bending deformations.539
The values of MDRhog from the mixed E–N analyses are generally lower540
than those from the conventional numerical analyses for e/Lbldg = 0.5, 0.75 and541
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C/Dt = 2.4, especially for higher values of relative bending stiffness, as shown542
in Figure 8c. There is an interesting transition point observable in Figure 8c543
for the conventional numerical analysis results at about ρ∗mod ≥ 1.1× 10−3,544
where hogging occurs in the entire building length (corresponding to the point545
where MDRsag = 0 in Figure 8a), resulting in a marked increase of MDRhog .546
A different trend of MDRhog is obtained for C/Dt = 4.4 (Figure 8d),547
where values from the mixed E–N analyses are higher than the conventional548
numerical analyses. Since vertical greenfield displacements from both methods549
are similar (see Figure 9c), the greater ability of the conventional numerical550
analysis buildings to resist hogging zone distortions (i.e. lower values of551
MDRhog) must be due to the effect of the larger magnitude and wider profile552
of the greenfield horizontal displacements in the conventional numerical553
analyses.554
7.3. Axial modification factors555
Figure 12 presents the axial modification factors from the conventional556
numerical and mixed E–N analyses for e/Lbldg = 0, 0.5 and 0.75, and C/Dt =557
2.4, 4.4. Figure 12a and b present the compressive strain modification factors558
M hc ; Figure 12c and d give the tensile modification factors, M ht . For559
e/Lbldg = 0, the data show that the conventional numerical analysis results for560
M hc are larger than those of the mixed E–N analyses, whereas M ht values561
are smaller (for both C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4). The difference in modification562
factors between the conventional numerical and mixed E–N analyses decreases563
with the increase in relative axial stiffness factor.564
To help understand the different axial responses from the two methods,565
it is important to note that the greenfield soil is in compression horizontally566
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Figure 12: Comparison of axial modification factors between conventional numerical and
mixed E–N methods for C/Dt = 2.4 (Vls,surf = 1.55%) and C/Dt = 4.4 (Vls,surf = 2.77%)
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within the zone bounded by the peak values of Sh, and in tension outside567
this region. As shown in Figure 9b and d, for structures with e/Lbldg = 0,568
the greenfield displacement profile from the conventional numerical analysis569
encompasses the entire building. The effect is that the building is completely570
in compression and values of M hc are greater for the conventional numerical571
analysis than the mixed E–N method (Figure 12a, b). In the mixed E–N572
method, peak horizontal displacements are closer to the tunnel centreline and573
the structure is subjected to both tensile and compressive forces from the soil.574
This produces values of M ht (tension) from the mixed E–N method that are575
greater than zero for the considered configurations (Figure 12c, d).576
For the case of e/Lbldg > 0, Figure 12 shows that bothM hc andM ht from577
the conventional numerical analyses are larger than those from the mixed E–N578
analyses for both C/Dt = 2.4 and 4.4. The high values of axial modification579
factors from the conventional numerical analyses is mainly related to the580
effect of the proportion of the building located inside the displaced soil zone,581
which as a result experiences more axial distortion from horizontal ground582
displacements than buildings in the mixed E–N analyses where the horizontal583
displacement profile is narrower (see Figure 9).584
8. Conclusions585
A mixed empirical-numerical (mixed E–N) method to predict the response586
of buildings to realistic inputs of tunnelling induced ground movements was587
presented in the paper. A modified semi-analytical method was used to588
obtain the greenfield displacements in the paper, however any input could589
be incorporated into the methodology. The input greenfield displacements590
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were based on centrifuge test data and included both horizontal and vertical591
displacements. The mixed E–N method allows the application of horizontal592
and vertical displacements to the model either together or separately, thereby593
allowing a detailed evaluation of the coupling effect of the two displacements.594
Results obtained from the proposed mixed E–N method were compared595
against conventional numerical analyses in which the tunnel was simulated,596
resulting in wider settlement troughs and greater horizontal displacements597
than expected in reality. It was shown that the action of the unrealistic598
horizontal displacements in the conventional numerical analyses increased the599
resistance of the building against bending deformations quite considerably in600
some scenarios.601
With regard to bending modification factors when e/Lbldg = 0, it was602
shown that buildings in the mixed E–N analyses were distorted slightly603
less by ground displacements compared to buildings in the conventional604
numerical analyses for the sagging and hogging zones. Moreover, higher605
tensile and lower compressive strains were induced in buildings in the mixed606
E–N analyses compared to the conventional numerical simulations (no tensile607
strains were produced in the conventional numerical analyses due to the very608
wide horizontal displacement profile).609
For eccentric buildings, there was no practical difference between the610
bending modification factors of the mixed E–N and conventional numerical611
analyses in the hogging zone while modification factors of the sagging zone612
in the mixed E–N analyses were significantly higher than those from the613
conventional numerical analyses. Furthermore, both axial modification factors614
(compressive and tensile) computed from the mixed E–N method were lower615
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than those estimated from the conventional numerical analyses.616
Comparison of deflection ratios between the conventional numerical and617
mixed E–N methods showed that buildings in the mixed E–N method were618
distorted by tunnelling induced ground displacements to a greater extent619
than buildings in the conventional numerical analyses. This demonstrated the620
importance of incorporating accurate inputs of greenfield ground movements621
within numerical analyses of tunnel-building interaction.622
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A. Semi–analytical method for estimating greenfield displacements623
in sand624
The semi-analytical solution for horizontal (Sh) and vertical (Sv) displace-625
ments proposed by Franza and Marshall (2015) is given by:626
Sv = −2εR2t ζ
 z1
2r21
(
1− x
2 − z21
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)
− z22r22
(
1 + x
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)
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(
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(7)
where z1 = z−zt, z2 = z+zt, r1 =
√
x2 + z21 , r2 =
√
x2 + z22 , ε = Vlt/(2×100)627
is the tunnel convergence parameter, Vlt is the tunnel volume loss expressed628
in percentage, Rt is the tunnel radius, and ζ is the corrective term whose629
coefficients, ci, depend linearly on Vlt (i.e. ci = miVlt + qi).630
These equations illustrate the effects of tunnel volume loss on soil defor-631
mation patterns. However, the coefficients of ζ in Franza and Marshall (2015)632
were calibrated on the outcomes of a single centrifuge test with C/Dt = 2.4633
and a soil relative density of 90% (obtained from Marshall et al. 2012).634
Therefore, the solution has limited applicability.635
The semi-analytical approach presented in Franza and Marshall (2015)
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was extended based on a wider set of centrifuge data, including the effects
of cover to diameter ratio, C/Dt, and soil relative density, Id. Because the
ground movement distribution may be narrower or wider than the elastic
deformation pattern, depending on C/Dt and Id, the expression for the
corrective term ζ was modified with two additional coefficients (c5 and c6) to
allow for more adaptable curve-fitting. Furthermore, to improve the curve-
fitting of horizontal movements, two different corrective terms, ζv and ζh,
displayed in Equation 8, were implemented in the vertical and horizontal
direction, respectively. The adopted coefficients are listed in Table 3.
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(8)
CA = ma,i × Vlt + qa,i
CB = mb,i × Vlt + qb,i
ci = mi × Vlt + qi
(9)
CAx = max,i × Vlt + qax,i
CBx = mbx,i × Vlt + qbx,i
cix = mix × Vlt + qix
(10)
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Table 3: The adopted coefficients for semi–analytical approach
Id 0.9 0.9
C/Dt 2.4 4.4
ma -0.16 -0.15
qa 1.46 1.89
mb 0.20 0.03
qb 0 0
m1 0.11 0
q1 1.38 1.11
m2 0.14 0.14
q2 0.05 -0.40
m3 1.18 16.75
q3 0 0
m4 0 0
q4 0.83 0.90
m5 11.53 1.00
q5 0 0
m6 0 0
q6 0.10 0.10
max -0.16 -0.15
qax 1.46 1.89
mbx 0.20 0.03
qbx 0 0
m1x 0 0.48
q1x 7.06 5.01
m2x -0.03 -0.36
q2x 1.40 2.43
m3x 1.18 16.75
q3x 0 0
m4x 0 0
q4x 0.83 0.90
m5x 11.53 1.00
q5x 0 0
m6x 0 0
q6x 0.10 0.10
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